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Abstract 

This paper describes a systea that automates 
leutral bean source conditioning. The system 
achieves this with artificial intelligence tech
niques by encoding the behavior of several experts 
as a sat of if-then rules in an expert systea. 
•Joe of the functions of the expert systea is to 
control an adaptive controller that, in turn, con* 
Lrols the neutral bean source. The architecture 
of the system is presented followed by a descrip
tion of its performance. 

Introduction and Motivation 

Magnetic Fusion Energy (WE) experiments ara 
done with systems that are coaposed of several 
complex subsystems. It is clear that in order for 
1FE to be feasible that most, if not all, of the 
subsystems must be operated automatically. The 
joal of tbis project is the automation of one of 
Lbese subsystems. 

A major coaponent of all MFE experiments is 
plasaa heating. This is accomplished with a dev
ice called a neutral beam source depicted in Fig-
are 1. 
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Figure 1 
Neutral Beam Source Device 

Plasm is generated by dumping deuterium gas into 
! an arc chamber where it is ionized. The result in 
' plasaut enters the accelerator which heats the 
': plasaa and injects it into the magnetic bottle. 
There are three major parameters used in source 
operations. Pare is the power delivered to the 
arc chamber. Vaccel and laecel are the potential 
applied to the accelerator grids and the result in 

• current seen by these grids. In order for fusion 
' to be sustained Pare must be at least 7SKw and 
: Vacccl must be at least 75 Kr. j 

I 
A newly manufactured or freshly overhauled 

source cannot operate reliably at these power lev 
; els. One at the reasons for this is one of the 
• high voltage components inside the source may hav: 
J a dust particle or other imperfection on it.' Whsr 
j the accelerator voltage is raised the particle 
i causes arc-over. If the power level is too high 
; the arc causes a pit to form and ruins the source. 
'. If it is the proper level the arc will burn away 
i the particle and leave a smooth surface. With ttu 
! particle gone the voltage may be increased to a 
jnew level to burn away the next particle. The 
{ process of starting at low power levels and moving 
1 to higher power levels is known as source condi
tioning. 

Conditioning and the day to day operation of 
a source are done under the supervision of an 
operations staff. Source conditioning may be 
viewed as a conventional control system with the 
operator being the controller. However, replacing 
the operator with a conventional control system is 
unworkable since it relies, in part, on being able 
to model the conditioning process and source in a 
precise way. This is very difficult due to the 
highly non-linear nature of the arcs and plasmas 
involved-

An iteration in the conditioning process is 
described as follows. The operator decides on 
parameters and sends them to the source. The 
source runs for a short tine in which measurements 
ere taken and displayed before the operator. The 
combination of input parameters and output meas
urements are known as a shot. After several good 
shots at on» power l»*vel th*» Monroe b^com*? "con
ditioned" enough to run at that level. Under cer
tain conditions an operator will then try to raise 
the power level for the next shot. If good shots 
are obtained th»*n that power level \je MA hit utiied. 
If not, the power level must be re.i.ir#-d or "decon-
ditioninp" will h*pp«.n. Condit inninp *h"n is just 
s e q u e n c e of shots with the ult imnte *a«t of n m -



Using expert system techniques (or automatic [ 
conditioning is a viab'.e alternative to a conven
tional controller since operators do quite well at 
the task of conditioninc without exact Models of 
the process. The purpose of an expert system is 
to encode the expertise that has been acquired by 
an operator through experience. No attempt is 
nade to analyze this experience and arrive at a 
theory that explains it. Rather, the goal is to 
codify the itanner in which an operator represents 
knowledge and reasons about the process. 

The overall configuration used for condition
ing is shown in Figure Z. 
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Figure 2 
Source Conditioning Operations 

Normally, the operator receives data from the 
standard display, determines shot parameters for 
the next shot and sends then to the database. 
When the expert system is being used it gets the 
same data provided by the standard display and 
derives shot parameters for the next shot. The 
operator reviews the suggestions made by the 
expert system and. if appropriate, uses them. 

Ultimately, the operator will be removed from 
the loop and be called upon only in rare situa
tions. The present configuration provides an 
effective means to extract the necessary informa
tion from the operator and encode it in the expert 
system. In addition, it insures that an error 
made by the expert system will not go unchecked 
and,cause serious damage to the source. 

Expert System Techniques 

This system uses a forward chaining rule 
based inierencing technique. Essentially, the 
knowledge of an operator is encoded in a set of 
rules. The concept of a rule is much like that of 
an IF-THEN- statement in a programming language. 
Rules have the form 

(RULE <rule-name> <LHS> <KHS>) 

where <LHS> stands for the left hand side and' 

, represents u t.:uj.di I mn. un. • uu.,. ..-i i;.. 
jright hand side and represents an action. Wlicn * 

J rule's <LHS> is true its corresponding <RHS> is 
evaluated. Currently, there ere well over 30U 

1 such rules in the system. Basically, the system 
.iterates on the following two steps. First, it 
i finds a rule-with a true <LHS>. Second, this 
rule's <RHS> is executed which may cause more 

'rules to have a true <LHS>, This continues unt; 
.all the rules with a true <LHS> have had their 
_<KHS>'s executed. The clauses that make up the 
<LHS> are LISP functions that make references to 

1 history database. The <RHS> is LISP code to 
_modify the database. 

Knowledge engineering is the process of 
developing a set of rules that encode an 
operator's knowledge. Although the concept of a 
rule is straight forward, knowledge engineering 
a difficult task. The difficulties arise when 
large numbers of interacting rules are used. Oi 
cuts ions with operators result in new rules bein 
added, pften. old rules that used to work do no 
work now as a result.of the new additions. As t: 
number of rules grow it gets exponentially more 
difficult to add new rules. 

The system provides a programming environi-.e: 
that facilitates rule development. The primitiv 
tbat make up <LHS>s and <HHo>i are meant to 
reflect the operator's representation of the pro 
lem. Old rules are easily changed and new rules 
are just as easily added. In short, the task o! 
knowledge engineering is not hindered by the tas 
of knowledge encoding. 

One of the system requirements is that the 
i results of several past shots must be examined b 
j the rules. For example there are a number of cos-
jwhere the operators use a rule of the form 

, IF the last five shots have meet some particula: 
condition, (e.g- maximum-duration has been 
greater then BO) 

1 THEN do something (e.g. raise vaccel by 2.0) 

A mechanism that allows this kind of historical 
referencing of information from previous shots h 
been implemented by placing each piece of inform 
tian about a shot in a named register. For each 
shot a set of these named registers is sared. 
These register sets can then be used to access I. 
register values for any of the prior shots. Inte 
bally, a list of hash tables is used for the 
representation of the registers thus providing 
quick access. Currently the system uses shot 
register sets 

SHOT--4, SHOT-3, SHOT-2. .SH0T-1, SHOT-0 and SHOT 

where. SHOT-4....SHOT-1 are those shots occurring 
before the most recent shot. 
SHOT-0 is the most recentiy completed sho; 

and. SHOT+1 is the shot to be fired next. 

This provides a sliding wiirl'-w of ?••* refllsler 
sets af*r*.*r*iM*» at *ny one t imi* and is ri»plrt«»ri 

- Figure 3. 



SHOT + 1 
S H O T - 0 
S H O T - 1 
S H O T - 2 
S H O T - 3 
S H O T - 4 

Register M I lor neat shot 
Register M ( for most recently iirad shot 

> Register sat for previous shots 

jtî  tlit- uttfl tubl or vollii|;f. \uivt-l, ultU lli«|utrli-
sit'y of the bcaa relr.tive to th* optimal dammit7 
for that Vaccel. At optimum density th< beam it 
awst uniformly focused. They express tha relfti. 
beam density in term of Delta-laccel aa amperes 
above (over-dense) or balm (under-dense) the 
accelerator currant at optimal density. IaccelO. 
The notation Delta-laccal » [-1.S, - 5 ] means that 
laccal should be .5 to l.S amperes under-dense. 

. The hardware for the aource, however, is con
trolled by varying. Vaccel and Pare, the arc power. 
The expert system uses an adaptive controller to 
•eke the transformation. 

The relationship between the expert system 
and the controller for the neutral beam aource is 
depicted in Figure 4. 

S H O T - N 

Figure 3. 

•ftien a shot is fired each shot register set SHOT-i 
aecunes SHOT-(i+l). (e.g. SHOT-i 1 becomes SHOT-0. • 
i'HOT-0 becomes SHOT-1 .etc.) SHOT-N is discarded 
:tnd a new shot register set is created that 
becomes SHOT+1. 

The value cf a register is obtained with the 
:isp form 

( <shot register sel> <register name> ) 

. or example. 

(SHOT-3 Avg-Vaccel) 

yields the average value of V-cccl ior SHOT-3. The 
•isp form 

(SETR <register na»e> <value> ) f 

sets <regisler name> to be <value> in SHOT—0. 
T i s is used primarily to assign values for the 
.-sost recent shot. Similarly, the lisp form 

1 
(SETR-NEXT <regisler name> <value> ) 

sets a register in SHOT+1. The primary use in this 
' case is to assign suggested shot parameters for 
the next shot. 

Controlling the Source 

Source conditioning requires that two 
processes be controlled. The primary goal of the 
system is to control the conditioning, process 
through the use of expert system techniques. In 
order to accomplish this it is necessary to con
trol tfca accelerator process. Furthermore, the 
accelerator process can be controlled with conven
tional control system techniques. This observa
tion resulted in a system that is a hybrid of 
e-:j>ert and control system techniques. 

Specifically, the operators (and the expert 
system) coni-ol the conditionins process by vary— 
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1 After a shot the digitized signals from the source 
j are sent to the expert system and are processed by 
la set of averaging routines that are robust 
i against interrupts and other forms of drop—outs in 
j the signals. The outputs from the averagers are 
| sent to the expert system and to a Kalman filter 
jused as a parameter estimator. The parameters 
j from the Kalman filter and the desired Vaccel and 
Delta-laccel from the expert system are given to 
j the controller equations to compute the desired 
| Vaccel and Pare for the next shot. The expert 
; system exercises control over the Kalman filter by 
'making it ignore measurements when the averages 
: have large error bounds — when there were too 
many interrupts during a shot, for example. It 
. also monitors the innovations sequence from the 
filter for diagnosing th* health of the source. 
When the innovations become large it means that 
the model in the filter is unable to adequately 
describe the measurements from the source — usu
ally because of a hardware failure. Rules in the 
expert system tell it to ignore large innovations 
after changes in Vaccel since it takes a few shots: 
for the parameter estimator to adjust the model. 

The parameter est imator̂ K'*t!i»i*n ,f i M»»r is 
Potter's algorithm for recursive le-ast squares as 
described by Bier-man [4]. The algorithm assumes 
the system being modeled is time invariant and so 

"j 
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Alter a.large number of measurements (shots) it 
makes very small chances to the parameters, A S a 
result it is unable to track change* in the system . 
when Yaccel is increased as the source becomes 
conditioned. This difficulty was overcome by the '< -
introduction of ft "forgetting factor" from Ljunf 
fr*V H * effect was to produce a non-zero steady 
: •p'.e gain thus keeping the filter "open" and able i 

track changes in the system. 

The model used in the parameter estimator was 
taken from Theil [1] who observed a linear rela
tionship between the arc power and laccel current 
for a given source at a given state of condition
ing. This is expressed as 

Pare * f • laccel + g (X) 

where laccel and Pare are averaged measured values 
from the last shot, and f and g are are the param
eters estimated by the Kalman filter. 

The controller is given a desired Vaccel and 
Delta-Iaccel by the expert system. It uses the 
Child-Langmuir law 

laccelO * P • Vnccel (2) 

to compute laccelO, the laccel at the optimum per-
veance P. The values for P and e are determined 
experimentally for each source by maintaining Vac
cel constant and varying Pare until a calorimeter 
indicates the beam is uniformly focused. The lac
cel at the optimum is measured. This process is 
repeated for a new Vaccel lOKv higher. The 
optimum perveance, P. and e are then calculated 
from two equations with two unknowns using (2) and 
the known Vaccels and lacczls. 

A range of acceptable accelerator currents 
[IaccelL, laccelU] is computed by adding laccelO 
to the upper and lower values for Delta-Iaccel-
Equation (l) is used to solve for lacceiN, the 
accelerator current that would be obtained on the 
next shot given the Pare setting used on the last 
shot and the f and g parameters computed by the 
Kalman filter. If lacceIN is within the interval 
[laccelL, laccelU] then the value for Pare is left 
unchanged from the last shot and Vaccel is sent to 

, the source as the setting for the next shot. Oth
erwise equation (1) is again used to compute the 
desired arc power. ParcD. for the next shot using 
f, g, and IaccelL the lower acceptable value of 
accelerator current. Vaccel and ParcD are then 
sent to the source as settings for the next shot. 

In the final expert system there were two 
other Kalman filters which estimated the parame
ters for models of the filament voltage/current, 
and the arc voltage/current. In some systems the 
parameters from these models are necessary to con
trol the filament and arc power supplies, but it 
was not necessary for the sources used in this 
experiment. Although these models were not used 
to control the source, they were used by the 
jexpert system to monitor its health. 

Stability 

The foremost stability concern is to insure 
combination of Vaccel and Pare that will damage 
the source is never recommended. This can occur 
if Pare is too far different from the optimum per 
veance value causing the beam to diverge and 
strike the walls of the source. Damage can clso 
occur if Vaccel is too high for the present condi 
tioning level of the source causing pitting of U 
source components due to arcing. Both the opera
tors and the expert system solve these problems r 
making only incremental changes in Vaccel and Par 
and monitoring the effects ol a change on the Z-
time. If divergence or arc-over occurs the 
hardware shuts down the power supply for 10 mil
liseconds reducing the X~on time when several sue 
interrupts happen during a shot. If the ?5-on tir 
is loo low the expert system keeps decreasing Vac 
eel until the shots are successful again. 

The'expert system and adaptive controller 
must deal with the situation where the estimates 
of the f and g parameters somehow become incorrec 
causing a bad value of Pare to be recommended, 
this makes the source have too low a %-an time fc 
subsequent shots there will uot enough data for 
the Kalman filter to update and correct the f am 
g pa-ameters. So the controller may continue to 
recosnend improper values for Pare. A rule checi 
if there have been 5 consecutive shots with too 
low a %-on time and Vaccel was decreased twice i. 
that interval then the expert system stops and 
displays a message for the operator. This condi 
tion most often occurs due to a hardware failure 
in the source, rather than bad parameter esti
mates. 

Rule Organization 

For each shot the system evaluates, in 
sequence, four separate? groups of rules. Each 
such evaluation is called a phase and accomplish 
a specific task. The four phases are signal pro 
cessing, analysis, set-parameters, and display. 
Depending on the shot, the signal processing phe 
executes the appropriate signal processing rou-

- tines. The display phase determines what 
i waveforms the operator should see. A detailed 
'discussion of the analysis and set-parameter 
; phases follows. 

• One objective of the analysis phase is to 
; derive a high level description of the shot. Tc 
i this end a descriptive set of registers are used 
1 The registers shols-since-last-increase, shots-
! since-last-decrease, and shots-sinee-last-changt-
i describe the current state of Vaccel. The mode 
\ register contains 'ADVANCING if the current stra 
! tegy is" to try to increase Varcel and 'RETREATIN 
otherwise. The territory rep.ist^r describe* whe 

\ Yareel in relationship to where the source is en 
! ditioned. 'OLD .leans that Vacrel is below where 
the source is known to be conditioned. 'NEW 



represents thai Vaccel is equal or greater than 
the. conditioned level. Finally. * BRAND-NEW means 
that Vaccel is at a point where significant 
accelerator on-tiae has not been obtained. 

A 
For example, consider the high-level descrip

tion, short—term-trend. Iron the rule 
(rule short-term-trend 

(and (shot-0 55-on) 
(shot-1 X-on)) 

(setr short-term-trend (/ (shot—0 X-on) 
(shot-1 Z-on)))) 

The <LHS> for this rule is true if the percentage 
on-time for this and the last shot have been com
puted. If so, the <RHS> is executed and sets a 
register called short-term-trend that is the ratio 
of these two percentage!' This register is used 
in the set-parameters phase to determine iftcondi
tioning is beginning to happen. 

The analysis phase also runs the Kalman 
filters it there was sufficient on-time to assure* 
accurate results. The differences between the 
expected and actual measurements are analyzed. 
Sines the models appear to be incomplete the large 
differences that are expected in certain situa
tions are ignored. A large unexplained error is 
indicative of possible source problems and the 
operator is informed. 

The source has an elaborate mechanism for 
detecting, handling, and reporting faults. The 
reported faults are checked for consistency with 
each other and with other data. Inconsistencies 
imply source problems and are reported. 

Finally, h search is made of all waveforms 
for any unexplained high frequency energy. Such 
an occurrence is often symptomatic of problems 
that, if allowed to persist, nay lead to source 
damage. 

The set-parameters phase uses the information; 
produced by the signal processing and analysis ; 
phases to determine the suggested parameters for j 
the next shot. For example, consider the rule in ! 
Figure 5. \ 

•rule set-vaccel—suggested-llO 
(and (equal (shot-0 territory) 'old) 

(equal (shot—0 mode) 'advancing) 
(>= (shot-0 shots-since-last-change) 3) 
(< (shot-0 short-term-trend) 1.2) 
(< (max (shot-0 max-duration) 

(shot—1 max—duration) 
(shot-2 max-duration)) 

100.0)) 
(prog<) 
(setr-next v—accel-setpt—suggested 

(1- (shot-0 v-accel-setpt))) 
(setr-next min-delta—iuecel—suggested —2.0) 
(setr-next max-delta—iaccel-sugsested —1.0))) 

Figure 5. 

j Th'is rule looks for a situation where the source 
is being operated in old territory, i.e. it has 

t been conditioned at this level. The current stra
tegy is to advance Vaccel when possible. The last 

' change was to increase power but the last 3 shots 
, have been the same. During these last 3 shots th* 
i maximum contiguous on-time has been less than 100 
milliseconds Finally, there has been no improve-

1 • = ! ment in the short term. The action of this rule 
- is to suggest that Vaccel be reduced by 1. In 

j additioned the desired value of Iaccel is 1 to 2 
amps under the value required for operating on 

" A perveance. This reflects the operator's desire to 
i ( run slightly underdense when changing levels. 

Development Aids 

• In the course of developing this system it 
I became apparent that e number of debugging tools 
iwould be necessary to increase the knowledge 
[engineer's ability to quickly identify problems 
jduring rule development. The same kinds of tools 
fused by traditional programming efforts (e.g. sym-
[bolic debuggers) would be very useful if applied 
jto rules. For instance, it is known that a rule 
(will fire only when its <LHS> evaluates to true. 
I It should then be possible in cases where a rule 
I fails to fire, to apply a stepper function to the 
[evaluation of each clause iu the <LHS> to deter-
jmine why the rule failed. This conclusion led to 
the development of a rule-tracer based on the 

! trace facility resident on the Symbolics LISP 
: machine used for developing the expert system. 
! The rule-tracer provides the knowledge engineer 
iwith the ability to break, print information, or 
i step through the evaluation of a rule. Addition
ally, these features can be invoked either prior 

i to or at run tine. l l 
j The design of the system also allows dynamic 
jrun time evaluation of rules. In addition to being 
'able to add new rules at run time, this makes pos
sible a simple backup end retry capability that 
prevents having to re-run the entire system when 
simple errors are encountered. As an illustration 
of these tools, assume that the rule in Figure 5 
should have fired, but for some reason has not. 
The stepper function con be invoked on the left 
[hand side of this rule. Through an interactive 
{process of questioning the outcome of each step, 
'and noting where adjustments may be necessary, the 
rule con be re-evaluated, backed-up nnd retried. 
After discussions with the expert it is concluded 
that the LHS condition is too restrictive and that 
the threshold of 100 milliseconds used in the 
third clause should be raised to 150 milliseconds. 
This detailed stepwise execution of the system 
enhances the direct involvement of the expert at 
the lowest levels of the knowledge engineering 

• phase. 
i 

j Performance 

IrVnPur inp Hi** pfrfnrr»inrp r-f Mm iyri*n 15 
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''process. Thrreforf. i t i s nnt pc5«iM** to condi

t ion the saw** source f irs t with an operator and 



laen with the expert system. Since it is not pos
sible to determine performance on a comparative 
basil two other metrics were used to determine 
performance. 

The first is a measure of "does it success
fully condition a source". Unfortunately, testing 
time was limited and it was not possible to use 
the system for the entire range on any one source. 
However, the system was used several times in the 
55—75 Kv range and successful conditioning was 
achieved. 

The second is a measure of "does it make the 
same decisions that an operator makes". It is 
important to note that individual operators vary 
with each other and, at times, with themselves. 
Nonetheless, as attempt was made to determine the 
operator's judgement of the quality of each 
suggestion made by the system. These Judgements 
fall into four categories. Uost were in the first 
category where the suggestions were judged to be 
the same as an operator. Some fell into the 
second category in which the system's suggestion 
was judged to be better than the operators. This 
occurred mostly because the system's methods of 
computing averages, on time, etc. are more pre
cise than that of the operators. In the third 
category are suggestions that operators felt were 
incorrect. However, the number of such sugges
tions was not large enough to prevent condition
ing.. Finally, in the fourth category are the 
catastrophic suggestions in the sense that, if 
followed, damage would be done to the source. 
There were none in this category. 
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Conclusion 

It is interesting to note that when this pro
ject began it was felt that very robust sophisti
cated signal processing and control algorithms 
would be needed to insure the expert system never 
received error-prone data. Instead, quite the 
opposite has proven true in that it is relatively 
easy to write rules for the expert to detect and 
circumvent bad data. The result is that relatively 
simple signal and control algorithms could be 
used, substantially reducing the implementation 
time for the system. 
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